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Alberta Hotel & Lodging Association 

Board of Directors Nomination Form 

 

I, Steve Beaton, representing Sandman Hotel Group hereby nominate Garrett Turta, representing 

Fairmont Hotel Macdonald for election to the Board of Directors of the Alberta Hotel & Lodging 

Association. 

 

For the nominee: 

1. Why do you want to serve on the Board of Directors of the AHLA? 

Our industry is something that I am passionate about and always believe in giving back and making sure 

that we will be successful for the foreseeable future for our members and future members to come.  I 
would be honoured to serve the AHLA members to ensure our industry rebounds and continues to grow, 

strive and develop. It would be a privilege to be a part of this and serve the members of Alberta’s hospitality 

sector. Serving a previous term on AHLA and from my past history with the Edmonton Destination 

Marketing hotels, there are several key areas that continue to play against us in our industry and I would like 

to do my part to eliminate some of these areas so we could achieve success in our province and industry. I 

believe in being part of a team to make a difference and it would be my pleasure to give 110% back to my 

industry so we can elevate our game. 

 

 

 

2. What skills, abilities & experience would you bring to the AHLA’s Board?  What other boards do 

you presently serve on? 
 I have served on many different boards in the past and believe in order to assist my community I need to 

give back. I was a Director on the Kingsbrae Gardens board, a Director on the Enterprise Charlotte Board 

and I was the President of the Charlotte Coastal Regional Tourism Association during my time in Saint 

Andrews, New Brunswick. From there when I was transferred to St. Andrews Scotland, I was board member 

for the Institute of Directors, as well as a Board Member on Luxury Market Tourism for Visit Scotland and 

the St. Andrews Business Club and Partnership. Since moving to Edmonton, I have been in various positions 

from a board member to the Chair for the previous few years of the Edmonton Destinations Marketing 

Hotels. I am a board member for the Downtown Business Association as well as on the Executive and Chair 

of the Downtown Business Association Operations Committee.  Finally I have served as an Advisory Board 

Member for NAIT. Being involved is something that I enjoy doing and as I mentioned my cornerstone belief 

it is important to give back. 

 

 

 

3.  What AHLA programs & services does your property participate in? 
 Our Hotel always is involved with the AHLA, participating in Health and Safety training courses as well as 

working with the AHLA on Government Relations as these continue to face our industry and they are 

important for our survival. Relevant topics that are facing our industry. The other programs we work with are 

Check-in Canada, Ecostay and Green Key. 
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4.  What do you believe are the greatest challenges our industry faces? 

The key for our industry is how do we ensure being able to operate in a safe environment so we can 

ensure we are moving to the endemic phase of Covid 19.  Government support and assistance will be 

key for the next little while as for the most part our industry still remains operating at least 40% below 

pre pandemic levels.  Being able to start to get back to normalcy will be first and foremost of 

importance.  Next, the industry needs a big rebound so working with provincial and federal governments 

to get tourism rebounding will be essential.  The industry as well is facing significant challenges with 

expenses like insurance and utilities and working to attain stability in this area will be key.  Moreover, 

we still have work to do with challenges like short term rentals. We need to ensure a level playing field for 

all. In addition, everyone needs to pay their fair share for success. Secondly, I believe that Municipal Taxing 

powers could have a tremendous effect on our industry and we must continue to have our voice heard as I do 

not believe this has gone away completely.  Lastly, Labour Legislation remains a key focus for our industry. 

As the majority of our costs are based on our colleagues that we employ, this hits us the hardest and we must 

do everything to ensure we are reviewing Employment Standards, Labor relations, OHS and WCB. 

 

 

 

5.  What role do you think the AHLA should play in addressing these? 
I believe that as Hoteliers we are not always the aggressors in these situations as it is not always in our 

nature; it is not what we do. That is why the AHLA needs to have a strong voice at the table to ensure our 

voices are heard and the messages are delivered. I would like to contribute to that voice for our community to 

ensure we are making the way for growth and development to continue in our industry. 

 

 

 

6.  How would you work to bring this about as a member of the AHLA’s Board? 
I believe in being an active board member and would ensure that I lived up to and followed the AHLA values 

to ensure I live with integrity, take pride in serving, embrace challenges, be a steward for our industry and 

make sure that we are having fun in our industry. In addition, I believe it is important to communicate to our 

industry and keep an open dialogue going as new and different trends emerge to our industry partners. 
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